AGENDA

TUESDAY, 26TH FEBRUARY
12h00 - 13h00

Registration & Finger Lunch

OPENING SESSIONS
TIME

TOPIC

SPEAKER

13h00 - 13h15

Welcome Address

Gert Claasen (Safripol)

13h15 - 14h15

Key Economic Indicators

Roelof Botha

14h15 - 15h15

PE, PP &PET Outlook - The State of the Industry

Stephen Moore (Townsend Solutions)

15h15 - 15h45

Break		

15h45 - 16h45

Key Packaging Trends and Innovations

Enrique Noonan (Euromonitor)

16h45 - 17h15

Safety Assessment of Food Contact Materials
of Your Plastic Packaging (Flexible & Ridgid),
an International Overview

Vincent Boks
(NSF Organization - MEA)

17h15 - 17h30

Closing Session

G Claasen (Safripol)

18h00 - 20h00

Cocktail Function		

WEDNESDAY, 27TH FEBRUARY
08h00 - 09h00

Registration

TIME

TOPIC

SPEAKER

PIPE
09h00 - 09h10

Welcome Introduction

George Diliyannis (Safripol)

09h10 - 09h40

HDPE Pressure Pipe Material: An Excellent Track Record

George Diliyannis (Safripol)

09h45 - 10h25

Covering Your HDPE 100 Pipes Certification Needs,
From Food to Drinking Water

Christian Kurdy (NSF Organization)

10h30 - 11h00

Break		

11h00 - 11h30

The Use of Trenchless Technology For Social Upliftment
in the Urban Environment

Alaster Goyns (SASTT)

11h30 - 12h00

The Power of Collaboration - Commercialisation
of the World First Polymer Technology

Predrag Micic (Qenos)

12h00 - 12h30

The Effect of Contamination on the Crack Resistance
of PE pipes. The Importance of Clean Recycled Content.

Ernst van der Stok (Kiwa)

12h30 - 13h30

Lunch		

RIGID PACKAGING
09h00 - 09h10

Welcome Introduction

Mark Berry (Safripol)

09h15 - 09h50

Innovative Sustainable Solutions for
Light Weight Plastic Caps and Neck Finishes

Alessadro Falzoni (Sacmi)

09h50 - 10h30

Expanding Clarified PP Performance in Blow Molding

Bart Gabriëls (Milliken)

10h30 - 11h00

Break		

11h00 - 11h45

Thermoforming Methods for the Packaging Industry

Jochen Butz (Illig)

11h45 - 12h30

Closures, Multilayer Coffee Pods

Fabrice Becker (Husky)

12h30 - 13h30

Lunch		

PET
09h00 - 09h10

Welcome Introduction

Gert Claasen (Safripol)

09h15 - 09h50

Preform and PET Multilayer Application

Fabrice Becker (Husky)

09h50 - 10h25

Packaging Trends and Constraints

Corrie Hattingh (Sidel)

10h30 - 11h00

Break		

11h00 - 11h30

Solutions for Sustainable PET Packaging

John McClelland (PolyOne)

11h30 - 12h00

Form Your Vision with ASB

Corne Pretorius (Nissei)

12h00 - 12h30

Sustainable Use of PCR-PET in a Circular Economy Scenario Alessadro Falzoni (Sacmi)

12h30 - 13h30

Lunch		

CLOSING SESSIONS
13h30 - 14h15

Sustainability Panel Discussion

Prof Linda Godfrey (CSIR)
Panel: Plastics SA, Polyco, Petco, Woolworths

14h15 - 15h15

Closing Key Note : Making Sense of Disruption

Abdullah Verachia (GIBS)

15h15 - 15h30

Wrap-up and Closing Address

Gert Claasen (Safripol)

SPEAKERS

ABDULLAH HASSEN VERACHIA
Having presented and consulted in over 60 cities globally,
Abdullah has been recognised as a leading speaker, disruptor,
strategist and thought leader on competitiveness and the
interplay between strategy and disruptive innovation.

value and also on competitiveness, with the Professor
Michael Porter’s Institute of Strategy and Competitiveness,
at Harvard Business School as well as on broadcast technology
at Columbia Business School.

Abdullah is an admitted attorney. He holds a Bachelors in
Law and a Masters in Management (cum laude). He has also
completed executive programmes on strategy and shared

Abdullah serves as the CEO of The Strategists where he plays
an active role in assisting companies and organisations craft
competitive future strategies.

ALASTER GOYNS
For 40 years he has been involved with many of South Africa’s
major outfall sewers, initially when employed in the concrete
pipe industry and subsequently as an independent specialist
consultant.
He focuses on gravity pipelines, trenchless technology and
condition assessment and provides a service to consultants,
contractors and pipe suppliers.

He has investigated over 20 cases of deteriorated concrete
and flexible pipelines of all diameters.
At SASTT’S inaugural meeting in 1992, he was elected a board
member and served two terms as association president.
He has a Bsc Civil Eng, an MBL and is a registered
Professional Engineer.

BART GABRIËLS
Bart is the Technical Team Manager Plastic Additives
EMEA, Milliken Europe B.V.B.A., Chemical Division (based in
Ghent, Belgium) a subsidiary of Milliken & Company, which
is headquartered in Spartanburg, South Carolina.
Bart joined Milliken in 2011 as Technical Support & Development
Engineer for the Plastic Additives business in Europe. In this
role Bart took the lead to demonstrate and optimise the

value of Milliken plastic additives products at key customers
dealing with various plastic processes.
In September 2018 Bart took the challenge to lead the Plastics
Additives technical team. Prior to joining Milliken, Bart held
several textile production management positions in several
companies based in Belgium. Bart has a Master in Industrial
Chemistry from the Hogeschool West in Kortrijk, Belgium.

JOHN MCCLELLAND
John began his career in plastics with DuPont Performance
Polymers working as a manufacturing and technical engineer
before moving into Sales and Marketing and leading the
European Sales team for Microcircuit Materials.
In 2017, following 25 years at DuPont, John moved to PolyOne
to head up the Europe, Middle East and Africa Sales team for
liquid colorants and additives.

ALESSANDRO FALZONI
Alessandro holds a Master’s Degree in Industrial Chemistry.
He has been working for Sacmi for 21 years.
He manages the packaging laboratory, which takes care of
product development (plastic and metal caps, PET preforms,
PET bottles, blow molded jars).

John holds a degree in mechanical engineering from Queen’s
University Belfast and a Master in Business Administration
from the University of Ulster. He currently lives near Bristol
with his family and is a cycling enthusiast.

SPEAKERS
CHRISTIAN KURDY
Christian has more than 20 years of leadership experience
translating business strategies into profits. He has a wide
exposure to different markets and has acquired experience
in the water, construction, energy, industrial manufacturing
and quality systems sectors.
Currently based in the United Arab Emirates, he is now leading
the growth of NSF International operations throughout the
Middle East and Africa.

Christian has an excellent cross-cultural understanding and is
fluent in English, French and Arabic. He graduated from the Ecole
Supérieure de Gestion in Paris, France with a Masters of Business
Administration (MBA) in marketing and management and
earned a Bachelor of Arts in International Business from the
Institut Supérieur de Gestion in Paris, France.

CORNE PRETORIUS
Corne started working in the Plastic Industry at Xactics in
1994 as a Shift supervisor. He was promoted to production
manager in 1999.

He was promoted to General Manager in 2013 and currently
handles all new machine sales and projects with customers
all over Africa.

In 2001 he left Xactics and joined Nissei ASB South Africa
as Technical Manager. During this time he did machine
installations and technical support throughout Africa.

ENRIQUE NOONAN
Enrique is a Business Development Executive at Euromonitor
International covering Packaging, Packaged Food, Ingredients,
Consumer Food Service, Fresh Food, Pet Care and Nutrition.
He joined the company in 2017 as a Business Development
Manager focusing on these industries in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Enrique is currently studying towards a BCom degree in
Financial Management at UNISA.

Prior to joining Euromonitor International, he spent four
years as a Team Manager at an online gaming firm covering
European, African and South American regions. Enrique has
a passion for research and analysis, with a particular interest
in consumer behaviour in sub-Saharan Africa.

ERNST VAN DER STOK
Ernst has an academic degree in Materials Science and
Engineering at Delft University of Technology. During his
11 years employment at Kiwa Technology, he has performed
a wide range of material related projects, ranging from the
development of new test methods to failure analysis.
He has extensive experience with mechanical, chemical and
physical tests of various polymeric materials such as PE, PB,
PA, POM and PVC.

Since 2008 he has been active in multiple national and
international standardization committees and work groups.
For 6 years he has been chairman of ISO/TC138 (“Plastics
pipes, fittings and valves for the transport of fluids”)
subcommittee 4 (“gaseous fuels”).

GEORGE DILIYANNIS
George is a Product Development Engineer at Safripol. He plays
a leading role in product development, type testing and process
verification testing as well as application development for
pressure and non-pressure pipes for the conveying of potable
water and effluent. George is an active member of SAPPMA
(Southern African Plastics Pipe Manufacturers Association)
and has led several work groups in the SAPPMA technical
committee which focused on improved product quality and

JOCHEN BUTZ
Jochen joined ILLIG as Area Sales Manager 15 years ago and is
responsible for part of Germany (Bavaria), former Jugoslavia,
Sweden, Norway and Finland and most of the African
Countries.
He has previously worked 3 years as Area Sales Manager for
an automotive supplier.

life expectancy of pressure pipes for potable water and
natural gas applications. George has been active in the HDPE
pressure pipe industry for 10 years and has prior experience,
as a Maintenance Engineer at AECI, in the area of pressure
piping for utilities, including potable water distribution, fire
mains and compressed air mains. George holds a National
Higher Diploma (T4) in Mechanical Engineering, awarded by
University of Johannesburg.

SPEAKERS
PREDRAG MICI
Predrag holds a Bachelor Degree in Chemical Engineering,
Master in Polymer Science and PhD in Polymer Processing.
He first joined the Petrochemical Industry in 1986 and since held
a variety of roles in Polyethylene Manufacturing, Technology and
Product Development and Technical Services. His main area of
expertise is Development and Technical Services of Polyethylene
grades for use in pressure pipes. Predrag has worked on the
development and commercialisation of several generations

of PE100 type grades. He has been sitting on Australian
Standard Committees and serves as a member of different
ISO working groups dealing with developing specifications
for polyethylene grades to be used in the production of pipes,
integrity of pipe networks and related issues.
He is a holder of several patents and published numerous
scientific papers.

PROF LINDA GODFREY
Prof Linda Godfrey is a Principal Scientist at the Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) and Associate
Professor at Northwest University in South Africa. She holds
a PhD in Engineering from the University of KwaZulu-Natal.
With over 20-years of sector experience, she currently heads
up the Waste Research Development and Innovation (RDI)
Roadmap Implementation Unit on behalf of the Ministry of
Science and Technology, a unit tasked with implementing
South Africa’s 10-year Waste RDI Roadmap. She has

provided strategic input to a number of local, regional and
international waste and circular economy initiatives for the
United Nations, European Union, South African Government
Departments, Academy of Sciences, International Solid
Waste Association, universities and businesses. She lectures
internationally on solid waste management in developing
countries, including the social, economic and environmental
opportunities of “waste” within a circular economy context.
She has published extensively in the field.

DR. ROELOF BOTHA
Dr Roelof Botha holds Honours and Master’s degrees in
economics (cum laude) at the University of Pretoria, and
a Doctorate at the University of Johannesburg.
A seasoned veteran of the economics fraternity in South
Africa, Dr Roelof has more than 40 years’ experience as a
lecturer, financial editor of a daily newspaper, economic
policy advisor at National Treasury, columnist for various
publications, researcher and a public speaker.

He has shared a platform with two Nobel Peace Prize
winners, has authored more than 500 articles, research
papers & books, and has received the prestigious Finmedia
Economist of the Year award, based on the accuracy of
forecasts of key economic indicators.
Dr Roelof teaches economics (part-time) at the Gordon
Institute of Business Science (GIBS) and is the Economic
Advisor to the Optimum Financial Services Group.

VINCENT BOKS
Vincent is part of the EMEA business development team
of NSF International. He provides companies with the
auditing, training, testing and certification services they
need to demonstrate regulatory compliance, improve the
safety and quality of their products, protect their brands
and differentiate themselves from their competitors.

NSF is a non-profit organisation recognised as a leader
in public health safety for 75 years. NSF develops quality
standards for water and food equipment, has a major
role in Water Safety (Water Safety Plans and Legionella
Risk Assessments) and Food Safety, and in testing and
certification in general. All these activities are conducted
according to the requirements of regulators, public health
authorities and the industry.

STEPHEN MOORE
Residing in the Asia Pacific region since 1988, Stephen has
been covering developments in the chemical and plastics
industries in the region since 1991. He operated out of Tokyo
and subsequently Singapore while working as an editor for
the McGraw-Hill trade publications “Chemical Engineering
and Modern Plastics.” Stephen also wrote extensively for “Chemical
Week” prior to beginning his career as a consultant in 2000.
Since 2003, Stephen has represented Townsend Solutions

in the Asia Pacific region and has played an integral part in
numerous strategic projects and studies. Stephen is a regular
contributor to Townsend’s annual market reports covering
polyolefin supply, demand & forecasts and provides keen
insights for research and strategic activities, economic and
feasibility reports, and industry/market analyses. Stephen
holds a Bachelor degree in Chemistry from the University of
Auckland (New Zealand) and a Master degree in Chemistry
from the University of Tokyo (Japan).

CORNELIUS HATTINGH
Cornelius Hattingh is a detail-oriented Industrial Engineer with
extensive experience in packaging engineering and continuous
improvement within a demanding, high production FMCG
environment. Current Sales Director Beverage and Managing
Director for Sidel South Africa and previous managing Director
for Gebo Cermex South Africa. Cornelius holds a record of
strong leadership and team development skills, a competitive
drive, resilience, and perfectionist mindset.

His competitive edge is rooted in deep-seated technical
knowledge, comprehensive training in world-class systems
at SAB Miller for 14 years, and an Honours Degree in Industrial
Engineering at UP, resulting in powerful approach and tools to
stimulate and accomplish improvements in the manufacturing
environment. It is very difficult to miss him in a crowd; at just
over two meters tall, he is up to date on the current weather
conditions up there.

